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ABSTRACT

Author: Baigelenov, Ali. MS
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: December 2017
Title: Interactivity Factors in Visualization-Based Exploratory Search
Major Professor: Paul Parsons
Two of the main components of visualizations are representation and interaction. Several
researchers have noted that the interaction component has been receiving less attention than the
visual (representation) component. It was also noted by several researchers that there is currently
no well-developed theoretical base for interaction research in information visualization. A
number of important contributions to this problem were made, resulting in different frameworks
that aimed to deal with various aspects of interaction design, such as benefits, costs, and
techniques, to name a few. Despite the contributions and findings, the interactivity factors of
diversity, complementarity, and fitness are still relatively unexplored, and it is not clear how
many different interactions a visualization should support, which interactions work well together
and which do not, and which interactions should be used for which contexts, tasks, or users.
This study aims to contribute to the interaction research in information visualization by
exploring user preference for interactivity factors in the context of performing different tasks.
This can suggest and provide insights about general interactivity for certain tasks in exploratory
search contexts. A qualitative study was conducted to explore user perception of the interactivity
factors when working with visualizations of search results in an exploratory, medical, or health
related context.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

In an era of rapidly growing information, effective information searching is becoming
more and more important. Millions of people engage in search-related activities daily. People
search for various reasons, from looking up basic facts to making sense of complex medical
conditions. Successful search activities can positively impact people’s personal and professional
well-being. For example, finding the right medical information effectively is crucial for people
of various domains and levels of expertise (Islamaj Dogan, Murray, Névéol, & Lu, 2009; Yoo &
Mosa, 2015). Experts in the medical or health field often search medical literature to be informed
of the state-of-the-art or to make new discoveries (Islamaj Dogan et al., 2009; Lu, 2011). People
outside of medical professional practice also engage in search activities, looking for general
health information (Palotti, Hanbury, Müller, & Kahn, 2016), drug side effects (Diaz et al.,
2002), more specific information on a medical condition (Brashers, Goldsmith, & Hsteh, 2002)
and so on.
Performing a successful medical search activity is often not easy (Islamaj Dogan et al.,
2009). The amount of available medical literature is rapidly growing (Doms & Schroeder, 2005;
Lu, 2011) and a typical search activity returns thousands of results (Muin, Fontelo, Liu, &
Ackerman, 2005; Oh, Kim, Park, Han, & Yu, 2010; Papanikolaou et al., 2014), which leads to a
tedious process of extracting relevant information. Simple searches often do not provide the best
results, because much valuable information is buried across multiple pages of search results
(Doms & Schroeder, 2005).
1.1 Statement of the Problem
Today, popular search engines return large numbers of results from a search in a fraction
of a second. Despite these significant developments in information retrieval and web
technologies in recent years, the way search engines represent search results has not been
changed much (Hoeber, 2014). Typically, results from a search are presented in a textual listbased format. These lists of results usually span many pages and users are very limited in actions
that they can perform with the results. Commonly, users are forced to browse through multiple
pages and read through search result titles and descriptions.
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This list-based format is generally sufficient when searching for simple information,
involving questions that have a single, specific answer (Dork, Williamson, & Carpendale, 2009).
These types of search tasks are known as a “lookup search”, also sometimes referred as “fact
retrieval” or “question answering” (Marchionini, 2006). Lookup search tasks are often satisfied
with the first few results, and require very little exploration of the remaining results. In the case
of an exploratory search, which is more complex and open-ended, the typical list-based format is
not sufficient and requires substantial improvement (Kules, Wilson, Schraefel, & Shneiderman,
2008). Users need to perform more complex activities with result sets and cannot simply select
the first viable answer.
For example, consider a scenario when a user wants to get familiar with possible side
effects of a drug. He or she is not satisfied with layman information found via web search, and
wishes to explore medical literature on that topic. A generic query (e.g., “side effect of [x] drug”)
would lead to thousands of results, which then would need to be processed, analyzed, or
compared. This type of scenario often leads to a problem of information overload. As stated by
Turetken and Sharda (2004), information overload occurs when a user is faced with more
information than he or she often needs and is able to process. When users need to engage in deep
exploration of search results, it is unrealistic to browse through long textual list-based
representations.
The use of visualizations is a widely accepted way of addressing the problem of
information overload (Tominski, 2015). Visualization takes advantage of human perception and
presents vast amounts of information in a more compact manner than text (Card, Mackinlay, &
Shneiderman, 1999). Ware (2004) has outlined several advantages of visualizations:
•

Visualizations allow for large amounts of data to be processed and comprehended.

•

Visualizations provide an ability to detect non-obvious patterns and allow assessment of
the quality of the data itself.

•

Visualizations facilitate understanding and hypothesis formation.
In a recent major synthesis work, Tominski (2015) suggested that there are certain

visualization examples, such as information graphics, where little or no interactive functionality
is needed to be supported by the visualization. Interaction is not needed when the goal of a
visualization is to report simple data that is easily understood. In the case of an exploratory,
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complex, and open-ended scenario, use of interaction becomes crucial for effectively supporting
user tasks. Tominski (2015) also has outlined several benefits of interactions:
•

Interactions facilitate understanding of the visualizations, how different parts are mapped
and what each of those parts represent.

•

Interactions help to identify hidden patterns.

•

Interactions foster curiosity, by allowing experimentation and testing of different
scenarios.
Despite the positive effects and benefits, some researchers noted that interactions are not

always useful and sometimes can even be harmful (Tominski, 2015; Tominski, Donges, &
Nocke, 2011; Victor, 2006). Careful consideration for use of interactions is required, as there are
multiple factors that influence the overall interactivity of the visualization.
1.2 Research Question
The main aim for this study is to explore and assess the interactivity factors of diversity
(i.e. how many different interactions are supported by the visualization), complementarity (i.e.
how well interactions work in a relationship with each other), and fitness (i.e. whether
interactions are well-suited for the visualization, task, user and/or context). These factors are
described in more detail in Section 2.4.2. Hence, the primary research question for the proposed
study is the following:
“What are the perceived diversity, complementarity, and fitness of interactions when
working with search results in an exploratory context?”.
1.3 Significance
Two of the main components of visualizations are representation and interaction (Sedig,
2004; Yi, Kang, Stasko, & Jacko, 2007). Several researchers have noted that the interaction
component of visualizations has been receiving less attention than the visual (representation)
component (Elmqvist et al., 2011; Fekete, 2010; Keefe, 2010; Lam, 2008; Tominski, 2015; Yi et
al., 2007). One of the reasons behind the phenomena is that it is usually easier to show and report
results for the visual component of visualizations than it is for the interaction component
(Tominski, 2015). It is also harder to describe and define interaction, as there is no standard
notation to which one can refer (Sedig & Parsons, 2013; Tominski, 2015; Yi et al., 2007).
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It was also noted by several researchers that there is currently no well-developed
theoretical base for interaction research in visualizations (Liu & Stasko, 2010; Purchase,
Andrienko, Jankun-Kelly, & Ward, 2008; Sedig, Parsons, Dittmer, & Haworth, 2013). A number
of important contributions to this problem were made, resulting in different frameworks that
aimed to deal with various aspects of interaction design, such as benefits, costs and techniques,
to name a few (Amar & Stasko, 2005; Amar, Eagan, & Stasko, 2005; Fast & Sedig, 2010; Gotz
& Zhou, 2008; Liu & Stasko, 2010; Nakakoji & Yamamoto, 2003; Pike, Stasko, & Chang, 2009;
Sedig & Parsons, 2013; Sedig & Sumner, 2006; Shrinivasan & van Wijk, 2008; Yi et al., 2007).
Despite the contributions and findings, the interactivity factors of diversity, complementarity, and
fitness are still relatively unexplored. It is not clear how many different interactions a
visualization should support, which interactions work well together and which do not, and which
interactions should be used for which contexts, tasks, or users. As a result, further research is
required to have a more complete picture (Sedig, Parsons, & Babanski, 2012). Sedig and
colleagues (Sedig et al., 2012) suggested that a more complete and comprehensive picture can
empower visualization designers with methods to a more systematic way of approaching
interaction and interactivity.
This study aims to contribute to the general body of research by exploring user preference
for the factors of diversity, complementarity, and fitness in the context of performing different
tasks. This can suggest and provide insights into how interactive a visualization should be, which
interactions might complement each other, and which interactions could be a good fit in the
context of certain tasks in exploratory search. Future research can explore the transferability of
the findings to other visualizations, tasks, and contexts. Study findings could provide insights
into overall interactivity in the context of general characteristic of tasks.
1.4 Scope
Three interactivity factors described above were assessed by creating two different
visualizations displaying same underlying data. Further details and rationale are discussed in
Chapter 3.
The tasks that the users performed with the given visualizations and interactions were of
a medical or health related theme. There are several reasons for choosing such a context. First, it
is an important topic with vast personal and social implications. Second, it is a context in which
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many people outside of medical professional practice are engaged. Third, it offers an ideal
testbed for authentic exploratory search, as many medical-related information-seeking activities
are complex and open-ended. Fourth, the National Library of Medicine (NLM) offers a
collection of approximately 25 million medical documents for research use, which further
contributes to the authenticity of the search tasks (see Section 2.3 of Chapter 2 for more details).
1.5 Definitions
Diversity – “is concerned with the number and diversity of interactions that are available
to the user” (Sedig et al., 2013, p. 737).
Complementarity – “is concerned with harmonious and reciprocal relationships among
interactions, and how well they work with and supplement each other” (Sedig et al.,
2013, p. 737).
Fitness – “is concerned with the appropriateness of interactions for the given VRs, the
tasks and the activity, and the user’s needs and characteristics” (Sedig et al., 2013, p.
737).
Epistemic action pattern (further referred as action pattern or interaction pattern) – “is a
regularity in terms of an action-based characterization and its utility in the context of
performing complex cognitive activities, and not necessarily in terms of other
characteristics such as implementation and technological platform” (Sedig & Parsons,
2013, p. 90).
Exploratory search – “can be used to describe an information-seeking problem context
that is open-ended, persistent, and multi-faceted; and to describe information-seeking
processes that are opportunistic, iterative, and multi-tactical” (White & Roth, 2009, p. 6).
1.6 Assumptions
The following assumptions were considered when designing the study:
•

Participants will indicate their level of expertise honestly and to the best of their
knowledge.

•

Participants will complete all the tasks honestly and to the best of their knowledge.

•

Participants will be aware of available interactions and what each interaction does.
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•

Participants will not be distracted by outside factors or will limit distractions to the best
of their ability while performing tasks.

•

Proposed compensation will be a good motivating factor for participants to provide best
possible effort based on their knowledge and abilities.
1.7 Limitations
Following limitations were considered when designing the study:

•

The chosen visualizations might significantly affect which interactions will be chosen,
which could affect the generalizability of findings.

•

The way interactions were implemented might affect which interactions will be chosen,
which could affect the generalizability of findings.
1.8 Summary
The purpose of this chapter was to provide an overview of the proposed study, including

statement of the problem, its significance and scope, definitions, assumptions, and limitations.
The next chapter provides further explanation of key terms and definitions and necessary
theoretical background from the literature.
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CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This chapter covers an overview of the current literature on key topics and provides a
rationale for the testing platform. First, the chapter starts with the theory on different types of
search activities. The next section presents current limitations of search interfaces along with
existing solutions from the visualization literature. The next section introduces the testing
platform and provides rationale for using it. The next section discusses relevant literature in
interaction design. The next section presents the existing related work. The chapter concludes
with the summary of the whole chapter.
2.1 Types of Search
White and Roth (2009) described focused search as a type of search, in which searchers
are generally well informed about the problem they are trying to address and have a good idea of
their goals and what they are looking for. They also focus on a relatively small amount of
information. Typical search activities for this type of search make use of precise keywords,
which lead to a narrower search scope. Contrary to a focused search, in the case of an
exploratory search, searchers are generally unsure about the problem, ways of solving the
problem, and even their goals (White & Roth, 2009). In exploratory search, the search scope is
also generally wider than in focused search.
Marchionini (2006) defines an information needs hierarchy that initiates certain
information-seeking activities. This hierarchy consists of basic facts, network of related topics or
concepts, and complex networks of knowledge. Basic facts initiate simple and short activities.
For example, an individual checking what time the next bus arrives in order to decide if he or she
needs to start packing up or not. Network of related topics or concepts initiate more complex
activities. For example, a student deciding on which graduate school to apply for, based on
different factors such as GPA, exam scores, school’s prestige, reputation, and so on. Complex
networks of knowledge initiate activities that lead to lifetime expertise. For example,
information-seeking patterns of a biomedical researcher that evolve with time and experience.
Three types of search activities are then defined based on Marchionini’s (2006)
hierarchy: lookup, learn, and investigate. As depicted in Figure 1, exploratory search involves
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learn and investigate search activities. Both learn and investigate search activities involve
multiple iterations and substantial cognitive processing. These search activities are depicted as
overlapping rectangles, because they are not necessarily mutually exclusive, and people might
engage in multiple activities simultaneously.

Exploratory Search

Fact retrieval
Known item search
Navigation
Transaction
Verification
Question answering

Learn

Investigate

Knowledge acquisition
Comprehension/Interpretation
Comparison

Accretion
Analysis
Exclusion/Negation
Synthesis
Evaluation
Discovery
Planning/Forecasting
Transformation

Aggregation/Integration

Socialize

Figure 1. Three types of search activities: lookup, learn, and investigate. Adapted from
Marchionini (2006)
2.1.1 Complex Search Activities
White, Kules, Drucker, and Schraefel (2006) state that users engage in exploratory search
when they are trying to solve a complex information problem. Differences between complex
information and simple information are explained further below.
As explained by Albers (2015), simple information is identified by key characteristics
such as having a clear path that leads to an answer; correctness of the answer can be checked;
completeness of the answer can be checked and all the factors that might influence the answer
are clear and can be defined. A large part of a lookup search activity from Marchionini’s
hierarchy above, deal with simple information.
On the other hand, complex information is identified by key characteristics such as
having multiple paths that might lead to an answer; completeness of the answer cannot be
checked; and all the factors that might influence the answer cannot be defined. Typically,
exploratory search activities deal with complex information.
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2.1.2 The Berrypicking Model and Information Foraging Theory
Two main activities—focused searching and exploratory browsing—emerge from the
complex nature of the exploratory search process (White & Roth, 2009). In both the berrypicking
model and information foraging theory, these activities play a major role as well. A brief
overview of these theories is given below.
The berrypicking model (Bates, 1989) uses a metaphor to explain the information search
behavior of users. In this model, users start with a query which is continuously adjusted during
the search based on the information that the user is getting, meaning the new information
provides basis for new points of interests (i.e. new queries).
The information foraging theory (Pirolli & Card, 1995) is an adaption of optimal foraging
theory, which explains the food finding patterns of animals, to the information search context. In
this theory, the information search behavior is described as metaphorical movement both
between and within the groups of related information, called information patches. During an
information search, a user is either exploring the information within the group or is looking for
another relevant group to explore. The relevancy of the potential “new” group is evaluated based
on certain cues, such as perceived value, which this theory defines as information scent.
2.2 Search Interfaces
With the rapid development of technology in last couple decades, search engines have
significantly improved. Popular search engines, such as Google, can return a very large number
of results in fractions of a second (Hoeber, 2014). Despite the performance and general back-end
of search engines improving substantially, the interface or front-end has not changed much.
2.2.1 Presentation of Search Results
The way search engines present search results has stayed relatively unchanged for many
years (Hoeber, 2014). The text-based format is still the most dominant form of presentation for
search results on most popular search engines. After a query gets executed, users are presented
with an interface that shows a long, paginated list of search results with short text description for
each result. Figure 2 depicts a typical search results screen from Google.
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of capitals in the United States - Wikipedia
https://en .wikipedia.org/wiki/list_of_capltals_ in_the_United_States ,..
Washington, O.C. has been the capital of the United States since 1800. Eight other cities have served
as the meeting place for the U.S. Congress and are therefore considered to have once been the capital
of the United States.

State capitals · Insular area capitals · Fonner national capitals

List of U.S. state capitals - Simple English Wikipedia, the free ...
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_U.S._state_capitals •
Each city is the center of government for a state in the United States, usually in the capitol building. The
state capital city with the fewest people is Montpelier, Vermont, while the capital city with the most
people is Phoenix, Arizona.

The Quick 9: Nine Capitals of the United States I Mental Floss
mentalfloss.com/article/22848/quick-9-nine-capltals-unlted-states ,..
Sep 24, 2009 - Washington, D.C., hasn't always been the political center of the United ... York
sometimes declares itself the First Capital of the United States ..

State Capitals and Largest Cities - lnfoplease
www.infoplease.com ► United States ► States ...
State Capitals and Largest Cities. The following table lists the capital and largest city of every state in
the United States. State, Capital , largest city.

State Capital - Alphabetical List Of 50 States - 1Keydata
state.1 keydata.c:om/state-capltals.php ...
A complete list of US state capitals. ... This page lists the state capitals for the 50 US states. US State,
State Capital , US State, State Capital.

8 Forgotten Capitals of the United States - History in the Headlines
www.history.com/news/8-forgotten-capitals-of-the-united-states ...
Jul 16, 2015 - Ask HISTORY: What was the first c apital of the United States? ... the United States of
America between 1790 and 1800 while Washington, D.C., ..
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Figure 2. Google search results
This format is quite effective for simple information searches (Dork et al., 2009). As
explained in Section 2.1, a simple information search is highly related to lookup search activity,
which includes fact retrieval, known item search, question answering and so on. An example of a
simple information search is a search activity performed to answer a basic question of “what is
the capital of United States?” As depicted in Figure 2, the very first search result provides a clear
answer to the question, without the need of further searching.
In the case of an exploratory search, which deals with more complex information, the
current text-based format requires substantial improvement (Kules et al., 2008). As explained in
Section 2.1, an exploratory search consists of learn and investigate search activities, which
include knowledge acquisition, comparison, discovery, evaluation, and other similar tasks. An
example of an exploratory, complex information search is a search activity performed to
understand research conducted in the area of search result visualization. As depicted in Figure 3,
there are many search results that look relevant, and users must continually evaluate and
compare them while being able to interact with text only. Users also need to browse multiple
pages, because as depicted in Figure 4, some of the search results still look highly relevant even
on page 6 of the search results.
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Figure 4. Search results from Google for "Search Result Visualization" - page 6
The traditional text-based format fails to properly address the needs of users engaging in
an exploratory search, because it is very limited in terms of possible tasks a user can perform
with the results. These tasks are limited to scrolling, quickly reading through the short
descriptions to assess the relevance, and opening a specific search result on a new page for
further investigation (Khazaei & Hoeber, 2016).
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Another important problem with the traditional text-based format is a failure to address
the issue of information overload. A very large number of search results is usually presented to
users after the query is executed. In order to properly evaluate and analyze the search results,
users are then required to browse through the pages of text-based lists of information. Research
shows that users fail to carefully examine the results in this format (Spink, Wolfram, Jansen, &
Saracevic, 2001) and rarely browse past few pages (Silverstein, Marais, Henzinger, & Moricz,
1999), potentially missing relevant information.
2.2.2 Search Result Visualization
Researchers have continuously noted the inefficiency and difficulty of search activities
with the current representation of search results in a plain text format. A variety of alternative
interfaces using techniques of information visualization to represent search results have been
developed.
A foundational example of this approach was shown in a study by Hearst (1995). Hearst
presented a visualization tool called TileBars. This tool represents search results in an efficient
and compact way, where users can quickly compare the length of documents and the frequency
of query terms appearing in a particular document. In Figure 5, the interface of TileBars can be
seen, where bars represent documents, bar lengths represent the document lengths, shaded
squares within rectangles represent text segments within the documents, and the darkness of the
shaded squares represents the frequency of query terms in the text segments.
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Figure 5. TileBars interface for visualizing search results. Here bar lengths represent
document lengths, shaded squares within rectangles represent text segments within the
documents, and darkness of the shaded squares represents the frequency of query terms in
the text segments.
Since then other researchers also have explored and introduced various methods and
approaches for representing search results, leading to the development of multiple alternative
interfaces. Common approaches include combining the traditional text-based formats with
supplemental visualizations, or using a completely alternative representation of search results
(Khazaei & Hoeber, 2016). TileBars is an example of the combination approach. Some other
studies, being heavily influenced by TileBars, explored the combination approach further
(Heimonen & Siirtola, 2009; Hoeber, 2013; Hoeber & Yang, 2009). Others moved away from
the list-based format to use a more graphical approach for representing search results (Ahn &
Brusilovsky, 2013; Andrews, Gütl, Moser, Sabol, & Lackner, 2001; Choo et al., 2015;
Kampanya, Shen, Kim, North, & Fox, 2004; Nguyen & Zhang, 2006; Spoerri, 2004; Wiza,
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Walczak, & Cellary, 2004). Despite the valuable contributions, no work in this area explored the
interactivity factors of diversity, complementarity, and fitness.
2.3 Medline
MEDLINE is one of the most popular (Stapley & Benoit, 2000) and rapidly growing
(Keepanasseril, 2014) medical document collections with 25 million “citations” (National
Library of Medicine, 2015). Within the MEDLINE collection, citations consist of metadata,
including author, publication date, title, keywords, and so on. The majority of citations within
MEDLINE are peer-reviewed scholarly papers in areas of biomedicine and health. MEDLINE is
suitable as a testing platform because of its popularity, large number of documents, and the
complex nature of search tasks that are commonly performed in medical contexts.
2.3.1 Medline Index
A custom MEDLINE index was used for this study, which was developed by Parsons and
colleagues using an open-source Apache Lucene/Solr project (Parsons et al., 2015). Lucene is a
search engine library that supports indexing and Solr is a search platform that runs on the Lucene
index. Term frequency – inverse document frequency (tf-idf) is used as a ranking method.
Further details are outside of the scope of this study.
2.3.2 Search Interfaces for Medline
PubMed is a free search engine and is currently the most popular way of searching the
MEDLINE document collection (pubmeddev, n.d.). More than 2.8 billion searches were
performed through PubMed in 2015 (pubmeddev, n.d.). In addition to being popular, PubMed is
viewed as one of the most important and trusted sources for health professionals (Oh et al.,
2010). Although PubMed is used widely, it is not efficient and it is not always easy to find
relevant citations (Islamaj Dogan et al., 2009). As depicted in Figure 6, PubMed presents search
results in a traditional text-based format, which is inefficient in the context of exploratory search
as discussed in Section 2.1. With the rapidly increasing amount of biomedical literature, the
problem of information overload is ever present and not properly addressed as well.
Researchers have noted the problem, which resulted in plenty of alternative interfaces
being designed and implemented. Some focused on improving the search itself, whether as a
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result of more features or better algorithms, while not giving attention to the way search results
are presented (Lewis, Ossowski, Hicks, Errami, & Garner, 2006; Siadaty, Shu, & Knaus, 2007).
Others tailored interfaces for non-expert users, which accepted queries in natural language
(Errami, Sun, Long, George, & Garner, 2009; Errami, Wren, Hicks, & Garner, 2007; Fontelo,
Liu, & Ackerman, 2005).
Some researchers have focused on the relatively small aspects of the problem, such as
spelling check or trendiness of the keywords (Palidwor & Andrade-Navarro, 2010; Siadaty et al.,
2007). Another common approach involves the use of clusters to group relevant citations (Doms
& Schroeder, 2005; Kang, Sur, Park, & Cho, 2010; Papanikolaou et al., 2014).
Other researchers used visualization approaches for alternative interfaces for MEDLINE.
Some notable ones include Douglas, Montelione, and Gerstein (2005), Eaton (2006), Giglia
(2011), Sarkar, Schenk, Miller, and Norton (2009).
Muin, Fontelo, Liu, and Ackerman (2005) have developed a tool called SLIM, which
makes use of sliders to interact with search results by manipulating search parameters. Muin and
Fontelo (2006) described the next version of SLIM, which was created by making use of newest
Web technologies of that time, which are outdated at this point. Other alternative interfaces are
explored in more detail in a study by (Keepanasseril, 2014).
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Figure 6. Current default PubMed interface
2.4 Interaction Design Strategies
In this section, relevant terms and theory with regards to interaction design and research
are introduced and described.
2.4.1 Benefits of Interactions
Comprehension can be enhanced through interaction (Clark, 2008; Kirsh, 1995; Kirsh &
Maglio, 1994). For example, when solving mathematical problems, using paper and pencil to
perform calculations is much easier than completing the same task in head only. Acting upon
external representations has proven to positively impact the performance of complex cognitive
activities, with such examples as problem solving (Jonassen, 2003; Zhang, 2001) and learning
(Burdea & Coiffet, 2003; Cairncross & Mannion, 2001; Cobb & Fraser, 2005; Greeno & Hall,
1997).
The traditional text-based format for representing search results supports basic
interactions that are limited to scrolling, quickly reading through the short descriptions to assess
relevance, and opening a specific search result on a new page for further investigation (Khazaei
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& Hoeber, 2016). These tasks are efficient and easy to use in simple search, but become
overwhelming and inefficient in exploratory search. Successful exploratory search relies on key
interactions that allow more complex tasks to be performed by users.
In the context of visualizations, designing and developing novel visualizations is not
always sufficient for getting insights from data, and interactions with a visual interface are often
needed (Pike et al., 2009). Interaction can also help in understanding the data, finding hidden
patterns and identifying key moments (Tominski, 2015).
2.4.2 Interactivity Factors
In the light of beneficial capabilities of interactions, some researchers suggested that
interactions, if not designed properly, can be less useful or even harmful (Sedig, Parsons, Liang,
& Morey, 2016; Tominski, 2015; van Wijk, 2006). Sedig and colleagues (Sedig et al., 2012)
defined interactivity as “quality of interaction” (Sedig et al., 2012, p. 13), which suggests that
individual interactions and their combinations can vary in quality in terms of how well complex
activities are supported.
Both too many or too few instances of interactions can affect the quality of overall
interaction with the system (Liang & Sedig, 2010; van Wijk, 2006). Few interactions can limit
the effectiveness and efficiency of using a visualization tool (Liang & Sedig, 2010). Too many
interactions can result in a higher cognitive load (Liang & Sedig, 2010). Also, a user might want
to explore all the possible interactions before performing a task, which can lead to significantly
more time spent than a task would normally require (van Wijk, 2006). An interactivity factor
concerned with the number of available interactions is defined as diversity (Sedig et al., 2013).
Sedig and colleagues (Sedig et al., 2013), suggested that even though having more interactions is
generally beneficial, the end number still needs to be controlled, as there are associated costs
with each added interaction.
In a visualization, each interaction instance acts as a separate unit, as each interaction
usually only supports one action. Despite the seeming independence, a common ground in form
of the visualization requires interactions to also interact with each other. An interactivity factor
concerned with the relationships between interactions is defined as complementarity (Sedig et al.,
2013). Sedig and colleagues (Sedig et al., 2013) suggested that when interactions work together
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in a harmonious relationship, they allow users to perform more complex activities more
effectively and efficiently.
Multiple visualization techniques exist; some are better suited for some tasks, users or
contexts than others. Same characteristic applies to interactions. Some interactions are well
suited for some tasks, users or contexts, but are not well suited for others. Thus, visualization
designers need to choose interactions wisely, as each interaction works differently in different
scenarios. An interactivity factor concerned with how well suited interactions are for a certain
visualization, task, and/or user, is defined as fitness (Sedig et al., 2013). Fitness is a complex
factor and consists of four lower-level sub-factors: semantic fitness, task fitness, user fitness, and
context fitness.
Semantic fitness is concerned with the semantic utility of an interaction, how well an
interaction is suited for a particular visualization and how well an interaction supports
interpretation of the data using that visualization. Task fitness is concerned with whether an
interaction supports users in achieving the goals of their tasks. User fitness is concerned with
whether an interaction is well suited for the characteristics of a user—e.g., backgrounds,
preferences, skills, and so on. Context fitness is concerned with whether an interaction is well
suited for characteristics of an environment and the context in which users are performing their
tasks.
All of the above mentioned factors affect the overall quality of interactions and thus, are
important factors to consider and explore.
2.4.3 Design of Interactions
As mentioned earlier in Chapter 1, the interaction component of visualization research
has received less attention than the representation component. One of the few reasons mentioned
was that it is harder to characterize interactions and harder to assess and report results related to
interactions.
Sedig and Parsons (2013) presented a comprehensive catalog of 32 fundamental
interaction patterns that will be used as a basis for exploring diversity, complementarity, and
fitness. They suggested that this catalog can facilitate systematic design of interactions. Also, by
providing precise language for interaction patterns, it makes it easier to systematically analyze
and evaluate the interactions. From the catalog, several interaction patterns have been selected
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based on potential relevance to the tasks. The list of interaction patterns that was used in the
study and their definitions is provided in Table 1 below. The list of tasks that were used in the
study is provided in the Appendix section (Appendix A).
Table 1. Interaction Patterns to be Used in the Study.
Interaction Pattern
Annotating

Definition
“augment them with additional visual marks and coding
schemes, as personal meta-information” (Sedig & Parsons,
2013, p. 98)

Drilling

“bring out, make available, and display interior, deep
information” (Sedig & Parsons, 2013, p. 98)

Comparing

“determine degree of similarity or difference between them”
(Sedig & Parsons, 2013, p. 98)

Filtering

“display a subset of their elements according to certain criteria”
(Sedig & Parsons, 2013, p. 98)

Selecting

“focus on or choose them, either as an individual or as a group”
(Sedig & Parsons, 2013, p. 98)

Storing/Retrieving

“put them aside for later use, or oppositely, bring stored VRs
back into usage” (Sedig & Parsons, 2013, p. 98)

As a rationale for assessing interactions and reporting their benefits, an activity hierarchy
is used, which was proposed by Sedig and Parsons (Sedig & Parsons, 2013). In this hierarchy, an
activity is made up of tasks, which are made up of actions or interactions, which are then made
up of events. Each component can then be further decomposed as that an activity could consist of
several sub-activities, tasks of several sub-tasks and so on. This hierarchy suggests that an
overall activity can be assessed based on tasks, which can then be assessed by using interactions.
Although different labels are often used, this approach is common in the Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) and visualization literature (Cooper, Reimann, & Cronin, 2007; Fuchs, 2011;
Gotz & Zhou, 2008; Norman, 2005).
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2.5 Related Work
Some researchers have noted the lack of adequate support for exploratory search behavior
in a medical context. Pang, Chang, Verspoor, and Pearce (2016) conducted a study where they
tested a novel interface for health information seeking, which was intended to support various
information seeking behaviors, including exploratory search behavior. The interface they
developed, made use of tiles for common health topics and sliders for on-the-go query
refinements. This provided some simple, yet useful and engaging interactions that helped users
apply various information seeking behaviors efficiently.
In a study by Cui, Carter, and Zhang (2014), they have developed an alternative interface
for NetWellness, which is a popular consumer health website. The developed interface is simpler
than the one developed by Pang and colleagues, although aims to aid users in the same area,
which is exploratory search. They have conducted their study by making use of Amazon
Mechanical Turk, where they had participants perform health related tasks using different
interfaces. Another study by Mu, Ryu, and Lu (2011) tried to explore this area as well.
None of the previous studies have addressed the factors of diversity, complementarity,
and fitness of interactions, which this study aims to address.
2.6 Summary
This chapter covered key literature on topics relevant to this study. The topics included
search activities, current traditional and visualization-based search interfaces, testing platform in
terms of MEDLINE/PubMed, interaction design in information visualization, and related work.
The literature reveals a lack of research of interactivity factors in the context of
exploratory, medical or health related contexts. The following chapter presents the methodology
used in this study.
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY

This chapter covers an overview of the methodology used in this study. First, the chapter
starts with the rationale for the methodology. The second section describes the process of
designing and developing the testing interface and rationale for the chosen visualization types.
The third section describes the experiment procedure. The fourth section describes data
collection process, what types of data were collected and how. The fifth section describes data
analysis procedure and the coding scheme that was used. The sixth section discusses potential
threats to validity and common methods to mitigate them. The chapter concludes with the
summary of the whole chapter.
3.1 Rationale
A qualitative research method was used in this study. The intent of qualitative research
method is to understand the perceptions and opinions of humans on a particular topic (Creswell,
2014). There are several basic characteristics of qualitative research (Creswell, 2014), some of
which are outlined below:
•

Qualitative research involves the researcher collecting multiple sources of data,
such as observations, interviews, images, videos and so on.

•

Qualitative research involves the researcher generating abstract themes and
categories from the data.

•

Qualitative research involves the researcher analyzing the perceptions and
opinions of the subjects, excluding the perceptions and opinions of his/her own.

•

Qualitative research is of an emergent nature. The data collection and analyses
procedures are subject to change, based on initial information that the researcher
gets when he/she begins collecting data.

•

Qualitative research involves the researcher developing a complex picture of the
problem as a result from studying it from multiple perspectives and taking into
account multiple factors.
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As the main purpose of this study is to explore and understand user preference for
interactivity factors, qualitative research method is a suitable style for collecting and analyzing
the data.
3.2 Interface Design and Development
A visualization interface was designed and developed for the purpose of exploring and
analyzing the interactivity factors described in Section2.4. The interface has two versions, one
with treemap visualization and one with sunburst visualization. Both versions have the same
functionality and underlying data that is visualized. In total, seven interactions, described in
Table 1 in Section 2.4.3, were implemented for the interface.
3.2.1 Rationale for the Choice of Two Visualizations
There are two versions of the interface, each version has the same functionality and
underlying data, and differs only in the visualization type being used. First version uses treemap,
second version uses sunburst. Using two different types of visualizations is reasonable for the
context of the study. In the case of one type of visualization, the perceived interactivity factors
could be attributed to the specific encodings of the visualization and not to the interactions
themselves. More than two visualizations could potentially provide a stronger rationale for
generalizability of interactions, though it would result in a more complex study and higher
number of participants required. Due to the time limit and potential budget issues, two
visualizations are believed to be sufficient enough to provide adequate results and not require an
unreasonable number of participants.
The type of data to be visualized influenced the choice of visualizations. The available
data consists of clusters of MEDLINE “citations”, briefly described above in the Section 2.3. An
example of a MEDLINE citation can be seen in Figure 7, where some metadata for a document
is displayed, such as specific PubMed ID for the document (PMID), date published (DP), title
(TI), abstract (AB), and so on. An example of a cluster can be seen in Figure 8, which shows
cluster’s label (labels), score assigned by the clustering algorithm (score), and PubMed IDs for
documents from which that cluster is made of (docs). Figure 9 depicts two examples of an
indexed MEDLINE citation, which show keywords assigned to that document
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(medline_descriptor_name) and score assigned by the clustering algorithm (score) in addition to
the metadata already present in the citation.

OWN STATDA DCOMLR IS IS VI IP DP TI PG AB

-

FAU
AU
AD
FAU
AU

-

LA

-

PT
PT
PT
PL
TA
JT
JID
RN
RN
RN
RN
RN

-

15828219
NLM
MEDLINE
20050414
20050527
20110727
0047-1852 (Print)
0047-1852 (Linking)
63
4

2005 Apr
[PPARs as molecular targets for drug discovery ] .
549-55
Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors (PPARs) are ligand-inducibl e
transcription factors. PPARs form the heterodimers with retinoid X receptors
(RXRs), and modulate specific gene expressions related to the lipid and
carbohydrate metabolism. Since fibrate-type lipid-lowering agents and
thiazolidinedione (TZD)-type antidiabetic agents are identified as PPARalpha and
gamma agonists, respectively, a number of ligands for PPARs have been developed,
including PPAR subtype-selective and dual agonists . Recent report that RXR
antagonist exhibited antidiabetic and antiobestic activities in animal model
experiments, PPARs partial agonists, antagonists, and RXR antagonists have been
also synthesized and their function in vivo are under investigations. I n this
paper, recent studies on the ligands for the PPAR-RXR heterodimers are rev iewed.
Kagechika, Hiroyuki
Kagechika H
School of Biomedical Science, Tokyo Medical and Dental University.
Miyachi, Hiroyuki
Miyachi H
jpn
English Abstract
Journal Article
Review
Japan
Nihon Rinsho
Nihon rinsho. Japanese journal of clinical medicine
0420546
0 (Hypoglycemic Agents)
0 (Peroxisome Proliferator-Activated Receptors)
0 (Receptors, Cytoplasmic and Nuclear)
0 (Receptors, Steroid)
0 (pregnane X receptor)

Figure 7. MEDLINE citation consisting of various metadata, such as specific PubMed ID
for the document (PMID), date published (DP), title (TI), abstract (AB), and so on.
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[

-

{

- labels:
"PPARs"

l,
score : 34. 51997717905378 ,
- docs: [
"15828217" ,
"15828218" ,
"15828229" ,
"15828230" ,
"15828231" ,
"15828233" ,
"15828235" ,
"15828236"
},

-

{

- labels: [
"Case Report"

l,
score : 45.04377023445475 ,
- docs: [
"15716481" ,
"15828256" ,
"15828257" ,
"15828258" ,
"15828259" ,
"15828274" ,
"15828289"
},

-

{

- labels: [
"Disease"

l,
score : 33. 381760639743234 ,
- docs: [
"15828235" ,
"15828238" ,
"15828253" ,
"15828261" ,
"15828269" ,
"15828288" ,
"15828305"

Figure 8. Example of a cluster, which shows cluster’s label (labels), score assigned by the
clustering algorithm (score), and PubMed IDs for documents from which that cluster is
made of (docs).
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- medline_descriptor_name:
"Butyric Acid" ,
"Feces" ,
"Female" ,
"Gram-Positive Endospore-Forrning Rods" ,
"Humans" ,
"Lactobacillus" ,
"Male"

l,
medline_journal_title: "The Journal of nutrition" ,
medline_article_title: "Reply to Conlon et al." ,
id : "26125075" ,
medline_pub_year: 2015 ,
score: 14. 539632
{

- medline_descriptor_name:
"Benzylidene Compounds" ,
"Butyrates" ,
"Butyric Acid" ,
"Electricity" ,
"Electrons" ,
"Models, Molecular" ,
"Molecular Conformation" ,
"Spectrum Analysis, Raman" ,
"Thermodynamics" ,
"Vibration"

l,
medline_journal_title: "Spectrochimica acta. Part A, Molecular and biomolecular spectroscopy" ,
medline_article_title: "Structural, vibrational and hyperpolarizability calculation of ( E) -2- ( 2-hydroxybenzylideneamino) -3-methylbutanoic acid." ,
id : "22070995" ,
medline_pub_year: 2012 ,
- genes: [
"FAM155B"

l,
score: 14. 539632

Figure 9. Two examples of an indexed MEDLINE citation, which show keywords
assigned to that document (medline_descriptor_name) and score assigned by the
clustering algorithm (score) in addition to the metadata already present in the citation.
As stated previously, the two visualization methods chosen are treemap and sunburst. The
interactions are the primary focus of this study and not the visualizations, however some
visualizations needed to be chosen to assess the interactivity factors. The reasoning behind the
choice of the visualization methods is described below.
Several factors affected the choice of these visualization methods. Generally well-known
visualization methods were chosen to limit the effects of visualizations themselves on task
performance and choice of interactions. If a visualization method is well-known, it is more likely
that several studies have used it, so any effects such as benefits or drawbacks are relatively
known and predictable. Another factor was to choose visualizations that were specifically
designed to display hierarchical data, because of the nature of the available data, described
briefly in the beginning of this section. Also, because underlying data is the same, visualizations
that are fundamentally similar were chosen.
Proposed by Johnson and Shneiderman (Johnson & Shneiderman, 1991), treemaps
display hierarchical information compactly and efficiently, utilizing all the available space.
Essentially, this method divides the available space into rectangles that represent the elements
within the hierarchy.
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Developed by Stasko and colleagues (Stasko, Catrambone, Guzdial, & McDonald, 2000),
sunburst visualization method follows an approach that is similar to the one treemap uses, but
information is displayed radially rather than using space-filling approach. They suggested that
this type of view provides easier display of the hierarchy structure than treemap.
3.2.2 Interface Design Description
A web-based interface was developed on top of the custom MEDLINE index described in
Section 2.3.1. The treemap version of the interface (later referred as treemap interface) is shown
in Figure 10. The sunburst version of the interface (later referred as sunburst interface) is shown
in Figure 11. As mentioned previously, both interfaces differ only in visualization type that is
being used. More detailed description of the functionality is provided in the Appendix section
(Appendix D).
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Figure 10. Treemap Interface (1 - search bar, 2 - number of documents shown out of total
number of documents found, 3 - treemap visualization of the clusters and documents)
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Figure 11. Sunburst Interface (1 - search bar, 2 - number of documents shown out of total
number of documents found, 3 - sunburst visualization of the clusters and documents)
3.3 Experiment Procedure
In total, 16 participants were recruited for the study (ages 18 to 35; 9 females, 7 males; all
fluent in English). 11 participants held a Bachelor’s degree at the moment of taking the
experiment, 3 held a Master’s degree, 1 had some college credit and 1 had a high school
diploma.
Bertaux considered 15 participants as the lowest acceptable sample size in qualitative
research (Bertaux, 1981). Thus, the recruited number of participants is acceptable for this type of
study and analysis.
Each participant was given a brief demonstration of the visualizations at the beginning, to
make sure that he or she can properly understand and use the visualizations before proceeding.
After that the participant completed a practice task with both types of interfaces. During both the
practice task and the real tasks, participants were asked to verbalize their thoughts (think-aloud
protocol). The purpose of the practice task was for participants to get familiar with the interface
and to practice the think-aloud protocol. After completing the practice task, each participant
completed one task per visualization using think-aloud protocol (2 tasks in total). Two tasks were
for different topics, but had similar open-ended, exploratory nature. All tasks (practice and real)
are listed in Appendix A. The order of visualizations and tasks was counterbalanced and is
shown in Figure 12. After both tasks were completed, each participant was interviewed to gain
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insights on their opinions and perceptions. Interview questions are listed in Appendix C. At the
very end, each participant completed the demographics survey which is listed in Appendix B.
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Figure 12. Visualization and Task Order
3.4 Data Collection
Several types of data were collected during the experiment in forms of task sessions,
interviews, demographic surveys, and notes.
Audio for both the task sessions and interviews was recorded. Also, screen recorder
captured the computer screen during both task sessions and interviews.
Simple demographic information was collected after the experiment, such as age,
education level, and so on. Levels of expertise of the users in various areas was also collected as
a part of the demographics information, because expertise in some areas can influence the
interaction with the interfaces. For example, if a participant is an expert in a medical domain, he
or she can have an edge in performing a task compared to someone who does not have a similar
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expertise. Examples of expertise levels that were collected are content expertise (experts in a
medical domain), expertise with regard to method (search or information retrieval experts),
expertise in visualization, and expertise in interaction design or HCI.
Hand-written notes were also collected during the task sessions. Mainly, the purpose of
the notes was to catch any unusual or interesting behavior, so the researcher could ask about it
during the interview. Mostly, notes were not used beyond that for further analysis.
Lastly, during the interviews, confidence level regarding whether tasks were completed
successfully was collected. Confidence level is useful, because it might explain certain
irregularities within the data. For example, if a participant did not use half of the interactions
available, his or her confidence level (if it is high) could explain that participant did not find the
task to be hard enough to use additional interactions.
3.5 Data Analysis
After initial analysis of the audio/video data from task sessions and interviews, the
interview data was chosen to be the only one that would be transcribed. There are couple of
reasons for that decision. First, the initial overview showed think-aloud data from the task
sessions to be of mostly low to medium quality. Participants were mostly either reading
document titles and abstracts or were silent. This phenomenon could be explained by the nature
of the tasks and participants’ being overwhelmed by them. Several of them have mentioned that
they were overwhelmed by the information they were getting, at least for one of the tasks.
Second, the budget for the study was limited, and allowed for professional transcription of either
think-aloud data only or interview data only. As stated previously, think-aloud data was mostly
of varying quality, and interview data was considered to be a better return of investment. Third,
the way the interview was structured made it more directly related to the interactivity factors,
which were the main focus of the study. The format of the interview guaranteed at least some
amount of relevant data, whether think-aloud data was more of an exploratory nature and thus
could not necessarily guarantee as much relevance.
Interview transcriptions were coded with a pre-set coding scheme, because an existing
interactivity theory described in Section 2.4.3 was used.
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The coding scheme consists of three categories: diversity, complementarity, and fitness.
Diversity and complementarity factors deal with interactions as whole, where fitness factor deals
with each interaction individually.
The diversity category consists of three codes, appropriate diversity, not enough
diversity, and too much diversity. The diversity factor is appropriate when a participant did not
feel both limited or overwhelmed by the number of available interactions. There is not enough
diversity when a participant felt limited with the functionality, meaning not being able to do
everything that he or she wanted to do. There is too much diversity when a participant felt
overwhelmed with the number of available interactions, got confused by how some interactions
work, and forgot that some interactions were available.
The complementarity category consists of three codes: high, moderate, and low
complementarity. The complementarity factor is high when a participant was able to identify
more than two meaningful combinations of interactions that he or she perceived as
complementary, is moderate when a participant was able to identify one or two combinations,
and is low when a participant was not able to identify any combinations at all. Combinations are
meaningful (for the scope of this research) when they are made up of interactions listed in Table
1 in Section 2.4.3.
The fitness category consists of three sub-categories: semantic, task, and other fitness.
Each sub-category consists of three similar types of codes: high, moderate, and low.
Semantic fitness is high when a participant perceived the interaction as useful due to the
characteristics of the visualization, is low when a participant perceived the interaction as useless
due to the characteristics of the visualization, and is moderate when a participant perceived the
interaction as neutral (not useful or useless) due to the characteristics of the visualization
Task fitness is high when a participant perceived the interaction as useful due to the
characteristics of the task, is low when a participant perceived the interaction as useless due to
the characteristics of the task, and is moderate when a participant perceived the interaction as
neutral (not useful or useless) due to the characteristics of the task.
Other fitness is high when a participant perceived the interaction as useful for no
particular reason, is low when a participant perceived the interaction as useless for no particular
reason, and is moderate when a participant perceived the interaction as neutral (not useful or
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useless) for no particular reason. Detailed coding scheme, with criteria and examples for each
code is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Coding Scheme
Example

Code

Criteria

Appropriate
Diversity

-Participant did not feel
limited with what he/she can
do with the interactions
-Participant did not feel
overwhelmed with what
he/she can do with the
interactions
-Participant remembered all
available interactions
-Participant felt limited in
what he/she can do with the
interactions

Not Enough
Diversity
Too Much
Diversity

-Participant felt overwhelmed
with what he/she can do with
the interactions
-Participant forgot about some
of the interactions

High
Complementarity

-Participant was able to name
more than two meaningful
combinations of interactions
that he/she felt were
complementary
-Participant was able to name
one or two meaningful
combinations of interactions
that he/she felt were
complementary

Moderate
Complementarity

Low
Complementarity

-Participant was not able to
name a meaningful
combination of interactions
that he/she felt were
complementary

“Interviewer: …did you ever feel limited? Did you think
there was some functionality missing?
Interviewee: No. Everything was fine. Everything is good.
It's just sorted. Everything's so great…” (P15, Sunburst)
“Interviewer: Okay. What I meant was if you felt
overwhelmed by the interactions? Interviewee:
Interactions? No, I was not. I would say the interactions
were straightforward.” (P13, Treemap)
“Interviewer: Do you think it allowed you to do
everything that you wanted to? Interviewee: No, I wanted
to save or set aside a specific document and I couldn't do
that.” (P7, Sunburst)
“Interviewer: …I notice that you didn't use that. You
didn't use the comparing. Interviewee: I honestly forgot
about it until now.” (P14, Treemap)

No instances present

“Interviewee: Yes. I think the most helpful combination
was add a note and save the search. Like this line over
here, because I was able to add a note on everything that I
found in this particular search and then I was also able to
save the entire search if I want to go to a completely
different search.” (P3, Sunburst)
“Interviewee: Yes, in terms of combination I really don't
have anything.” (P8, Sunburst)
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Table 2. Continued
High Semantic
Fitness
Moderate
Semantic Fitness

-Participant thought the
interaction was very useful
when used with the particular
visualization
-Participant did not think the
interaction was worth
removing due to the
visualization type, but also did
not think that it was very
useful for the particular
visualization either

Low Semantic
Fitness

-Participant thought the
interaction was not useful
when used with the particular
visualization
-Participant thought that the
interaction is worth removing
due to the visualization type

High Task Fitness

-Participant thought the
interaction was very useful
when used with the particular
task
-Participant did not think the
interaction was worth
removing due to the nature of
the task, but also did not think
that it was very useful for the
task either
-Participant thought the
interaction was not useful
when used with the particular
task
-Participant thought that the
interaction is worth removing
due to the nature of the task

Moderate Task
Fitness

Low Task Fitness

High Other
Fitness

-Participant thought the
interaction was very useful in
general (no specific reasons
mentioned)

No instances present

“Interviewer: …do you think all of the interactions were
useful for this visualization in particular?
Interviewee: Yes, I think so.
Interviewer: Why?
Interviewee: The interaction of showing the documents,
selecting the cluster, comparing, and setting aside. I think
that was useful and I understood. Adding a note makes
more sense to me in this format because they're already in
a rectangular grid format, and the note would make more
sense in that space.” (P7, Treemap)
“Interviewee: Is adding a note an interaction? Because I
don't think it was useful.
Interviewer: You don't think that it is useful?
Interviewee: No.
Interviewer: Okay. Why?
Interviewee: I didn't know where to put it, adding a note,
because it's in a circle. If I wanted to create a note on the
specific section then it would cut off part of the other
circle…” (P7, Sunburst)
“Interviewee: I like this compare-- Especially for the last
one because I'm trying to find-- whatever it was-- diabetes
and antibiotic interactions. I think the compare function is
very useful” (P5, Treemap)
“Interviewer: What about the task. The task was about
meditation. Do you think all the interactions, do you think
they made sense for the task?
Interviewee: Yes I think it helps burrowing down, and this
is a topic that required that.” (P9, Treemap)
“Interviewer: Okay. For this task, you didn't use adding a
note? If I remember correctly.
Interviewee: Yes.
Interviewer: Did forget about that one too or you didn't
find it useful?
Interviewee: No. I knew it was there but I don't find it
useful.
Interviewer: You just got confused why, I guess, it was
needed at all?
Interviewee: I can see why it's needed for specific tasks, I
guess, but I didn't need it for the two tasks that I did.” (P5,
Sunburst)
“Interviewee: Other than that I think I really like the idea
of setting something aside because I can really compare
them and I can look at them separately.” (P1, Treemap)
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Table 2. Continued
Moderate Other
Fitness

Low Other Fitness

-Participant did not think the
interaction was worth
removing in general (no
specific reasons mentioned),
but also did not think that it
was very useful in general (no
specific reasons mentioned)
either
-Participant thought the
interaction was not useful in
general (no specific reasons
mentioned)
-Participant thought that the
interaction is worth removing
in general (no specific reasons
mentioned)

“Interviewer: So if you could remove one or more
interactions from here, what would those be?
Interviewee: I don't know. Maybe I'd just leave it like
this.” (P6, Treemap)

“Interviewer: …Is there anything else that you think is
worth removing?
Interviewee: The add notes was very annoying.
Interviewer: Because of the way it was working?
Interviewee: Yes.” (P14, Treemap)

The coding scheme did not include codes for user and context fitness, described in
Section 2.4.2. The reasoning behind the decision was that these variables are hard to control. It is
impossible to predict the characteristics of the participants beforehand, except only slightly when
sampling purposefully from a certain group, which was not the case here. The context, even
though being the same for each participant in terms of the setup, room, and task, was still
different in terms of participant perception of the context. Some participants might find the
experiment context to be stressful, while others not. Individual participant perceptions is also
almost impossible to predict beforehand. Even though the user and context fitness were not
coded, some insight about these factors was derived from interview transcriptions. These insights
are presented in Chapter 4 and discussed in Chapter 5.
3.6 Addressing the Threats to Validity
To address the threats to validity, common procedures for ensuring validity of qualitative
data were employed (Creswell, 2014), which are further described below.
•

Triangulation – multiple different sources were used to collect data, such as thinkaloud protocols, interviews, demographic surveys, and notes.

•

Detailed description of the findings was provided.

•

Any negative or contradicting findings within coding process was reported.

•

Additional coder was used to ensure high inter coder reliability.
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3.7 Summary
This chapter covered an overview of the methodology. A qualitative research approach
was used in this study. The rationale for using qualitative research method and relevant benefits
were discussed. The process of designing and developing the testing interface was presented,
along with the rationale for the choice of used visualization types. The experiment procedure,
data collection and analysis methods were presented and discussed. Potential threats to validity
and ways of mitigating them were also presented. The following chapter presents the findings of
the study.
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CHAPTER 4. FINDINGS

This chapter presents the findings of the study. First, an overview of the demographics
data, including expertise and confidence levels, is presented. The next section describes the
categories that emerged from the analysis, which are diversity, complementarity, and fitness.
These categories present insights into participant perception of interactivity factors. Each
category is described and direct quotes from the interview are provided. The next section
presents interesting cases that also emerged from the analysis. The chapter is concluded with the
chapter summary.
4.1 Synopsis
4.1.1 Demographics
As mentioned previously in Section 3.4, 16 participants were recruited for the study (ages
18 to 35; 9 females, 7 males; all fluent in English). 11 participants held a Bachelor’s degree at
the moment of taking the experiment, 3 held a Master’s degree, 1 had some college credit and 1
had a high school diploma.
Domain expertise, which can influence the results, was assessed for all sixteen
participants. The assessment questions are listed in the Appendix section (Appendix B), where
no expertise implies a participant has zero to very little general knowledge, some expertise
implies a participant has general knowledge, and professional expertise implies a participant has
a related degree. Table 3 presents an overview of the participant demographics.
Table 3. Participant Demographics
P#

Age

Sex

Highest
Degree

P1

1825

F

Bachelor’s

Medical or
Health
Domain
No

Expertise in
Search or
Visualizations
Information
Retrieval
No
Some

Interaction
Design or HCI
No
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Table 3. Continued
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P!2
P13
P!4
P15
P16

2635
1825
2635
2635
2635
1825
1825

M

Bachelor’s

No

No

No

No

F

High School

No

No

No

No

M

Bachelor’s

No

Some

Some

No

F

Master’s

Some

Some

Some

No

F

Master’s

No

Some

Some

No

F

Bachelor’s

No

Some

Some

Some

M

No

Some

Some

Some

1825
2635
1825
1825
1825
2635
1825
1825

M

Some
college
credit
Bachelor’s

No

Some

Some

Some

M

Bachelor’s

No

Some

Some

Some

F

Bachelor’s

No

No

No

No

F

Bachelor’s

No

Some

Some

Professional

M

Bachelor’s

No

Some

Some

Professional

F

Master’s

Some

Professional

Professional

Professional

M

Bachelor’s

Some

Some

Some

No

F

Bachelor’s

No

Some

Some

No

4.1.2 Confidence Level
Confidence levels were assessed for both tasks as a part of the interview questions. In the
case where a participant stated two scores (e.g. either 2 or 3), an average of those two scores was
used for calculations of the total average. The meditation task has an average confidence score of
5.7, with the lowest score being 4.5 and the highest score being 7. Antibiotics task has an
average confidence score of 4.3, with lowest score being 1 and highest score being 7. Three
participants (P5, P7, and P12) gave a higher confidence score to the antibiotics task than to the
meditation task, and one participant (P11) assigned an equal score to both tasks.
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Table 4. Confidence Scores
Confidence Score in
P#

Meditation Task

Antibiotics Task

P1

6

5

P2

5

2 or 3

P3

6

5

P4

7

2 or 3

P5

6

6.5

P6

6

1

P7

5

7

P8

6

4

P9

6

5 or 6

P10

5

4

P11

6

6

P12

4 or 5

6

P13

6

4

P14

7

3

P15

5

2 or 3

P16

5

4

4.2 Categories
4.2.1 Diversity
As mentioned previously in Section 2.4.2, the diversity factor is concerned with whether
the number of available interactions is appropriate. Diversity is perceived as appropriate when it
is both non-limiting (the number of available interactions is not too low) and non-overwhelming
(the number of available interactions is too high).
Across all sixteen participants, only one participant (P15) perceived the diversity of both
treemap and sunburst interfaces as appropriate.
“Interviewer: …I guess what I was talking is about interactions. Did you ever feel
limited? Did you think there was some functionality missing? Interviewee: No.
Everything was fine. Everything is good. It's just sorted. Everything's so great…” – P15,
Sunburst
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Participant 15 perceived the diversity of treemap interface as appropriate too with the
comments of similar nature as the quote above.
Twelve participants perceived the diversity of both interfaces as not appropriate,
specifically, that it was limiting.
“Interviewee: Yes, again, with the note here I tried to click on it to edit it and then I had
to go back up here and edit it and it created multiple notes that you can't get rid of, so
now I have three notes and one of them's blank.” – P14, Treemap
“No, I wanted to save or set aside a specific document and I couldn't do that.” – P7,
Sunburst
In the above quote, participant 14 described the limitations of the annotating interaction,
specifically not being able to delete and/or edit created notes. Participant 7 described the
limitations of the storing (here: set aside) interaction, specifically not being able to set aside an
individual document directly. In both quotes, it is implied that the whole interface did not
support a desired action, thus suggesting an issue with the diversity.
Six (including three participants from the above twelve) participants showed cues of
being overwhelmed by the number of available interactions (e.g. forgot that a certain interaction
was available), but did not explicitly state feeling overwhelmed.
“Interviewer: Okay. You didn't forget about it, you just didn't find it useful? Interviewee:
No, I actually forgot about it, but speaking of it right now, I think that I didn't even use it.
Even if I remembered about compare, I don't think that I would use it in this particular
search.” – P3
“Interviewer: I notice that you didn't use that. You didn't use the comparing. Interviewee:
I honestly forgot about it until now.” – P14
In the above quote, both participant 3 and 14 admitted to forgetting about the comparing
interaction. One participant (P13) was confused by how a certain interaction (storing, meaning
save search) worked.
“Interviewer: No, they're separate. Interviewee: They are separate, okay. But you're
adding the same keyword, right? Interviewer: No, when you save search it saves this.
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Interviewee: Oh, right. Interviewer: So, you got confused. Interviewee: I got confused
about that, I think.” – P13
In the above quote, participant 13 was confused by how the storing (here: save search)
interaction worked—he thought that it saved based on what was inputted in the “add a note”
field, which was not the case. Overall, most of the participants perceived the diversity as not
appropriate—specifically, limiting—for both visualization interfaces.
4.2.2 Complementarity
As mentioned previously in Section 2.4.2, the complementarity factor is concerned with
how well interactions work with and supplement each other in the context of performing tasks.
Complementarity is perceived as high when participants were able to identify more than two
meaningful combinations of interactions that they perceived to be complementary, moderate
when participants were able to identify one or two meaningful combinations, and low when
participants were not able to identify any combinations at all. A meaningful combination is a
combination formed by some number of interactions from the Table 1 in Section 2.4.3.
Across all sixteen participants, six (P1, P2, P4, P8, P14, and P15) were not able to
identify any meaningful combinations of interactions that they perceived as complementary. In
this case, participants were either not able to identify any combination at all (“Yes, in terms of
combination I really don't have anything.” – P8) or identified combinations that were not related
to this study (“Year range basically interacting with all of these things, with the search, health
benefits of meditation…” – P5).
The other ten participants identified one or two meaningful combinations that they
perceived as complementary. Each combination was perceived as complementary in both
visualization interfaces. Seven complementary combinations were identified in total.
Four participants (P10, P11, P12, and P13) perceived a combination of selecting and
comparing as complementary.
“Interviewer: You mean right clicking and then comparing them? Interviewee: Yes.
Interviewer: You think those two form combination. Interviewee: Yes. Those work pretty
well together.” – P10
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In the quote above, selecting is stated as right-clicking. Three participants (P7, P9, and
P16) perceived some form of the combination of drilling, selecting, and comparing as
complementary. Two of the three participants (P7 and P9) perceived drilling (here: left-click),
selecting, and comparing as complementary.
“I suppose, yes this one, left clicking to pull up these, to cycle really quickly. Then going
back to right click and then left click to check on another one, scroll through, right click
do the comparison, check that and then back to the cycle of left click, right click… …I felt
it was a really fluid process, where I was trying things, throwing things into the pot and
then seeing what comes out.” – P9
In the above quote, selecting is stated as right-clicking and drilling as left-clicking. One
of the three participants (P16) perceived drilling (here: both left-click and hover), selecting, and
comparing as complementary.
“…I like the like when I hover on this like cluster, I can see what the title is and how
many documents are in there. And also when I left click on it, I can see the details, and I
have the right-click to compare. So, I think this interaction-- I think it's like three
interaction in total. It's helpful. It's the most helpful.” – P16
In the above quote, drilling is stated as hover and left-clicking, and selecting as rightclicking. Other complementary combinations, including the ones described above are listed in
Table 3, in order from highest frequency of mentions to lowest.
Table 5. Complementary Combinations
#

Complementary Combination

Frequency of mentions

1

Selecting + Comparing

4 (P10, P11, P12, and P13)

2

Drilling (here: left-click) + Selecting + Comparing

2 (P7 and P9)

3

Comparing + Storing (here: set aside)

2 (P5 and P12)

4

Filtering (here: MeSH) + Drilling (here: left-click)

1 (P6)

5

Drilling (here both: left-click and hover) + Selecting + Comparing

1 (P16)

6

Annotating + Storing (here: save search)

1 (P3)

7

Selecting + Comparing + Storing (here: set aside)

1 (P13)
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Overall, the perceived complementarity of both visualization interfaces is mostly
moderate and seven combinations were perceived as complementary.
4.2.3 Fitness
As mentioned previously in Section 2.4.2, the fitness factor is concerned with how well
interactions are suited for certain visualizations, tasks, users and contexts. It consists of four,
smaller level sub-factors: semantic fitness, task fitness, user fitness, and context fitness.
4.2.3.1 Semantic Fitness
Semantic fitness is concerned with the semantic utility of an interaction, meaning
whether an interaction is well suited for a certain visualization and how well an interaction helps
users interpret the meaning of the data using that visualization. No interaction was perceived as
having a high semantic fit by the participants.
Three participants (P7, P10, and P16) perceived three different interactions as having a
low semantic fit for the sunburst visualization.
“The only thing I want to say is about this part. You see it's like when the section
becomes really small, the hover function-- I don't think the hover is a good interaction
here. Maybe you should allow us to zoom in or provide another interaction I cannot think
of, to help us…” – P16, Sunburst
“…I didn't know where to put it, adding a note, because it's in a circle. If I wanted to
create a note on the specific section then it would cut off part of the other circle…” – P7,
Sunburst
“The way it looks, the way it's just plays around. This is the way it's presented. It's like
okay you got to right click on this super tiny one. Hopefully, I don't shift over to
loneliness while I’m trying to select other topics.” – P10, Sunburst
In the above quotes, participant 16 described difficulties with hovering (drilling
interaction) over very small-sized clusters in the sunburst visualization. Participant 7 described
difficulties with annotating interaction, perceiving a rectangular note as a poor fit for a circular
visualization. Participant 10 described difficulties with selecting very small-sized clusters.
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In all other cases, all other interactions were perceived as having a moderate semantic fit.
Overall, most of the interactions were perceived as having a moderate semantic fit by most
participants.
4.2.3.2 Task Fitness
Task fitness is concerned with whether an interaction supports users in achieving the
goals of their tasks. As mentioned in Section 3.4, each participant completed two high-level
exploratory search tasks with the visualization interfaces. Both tasks are listed in Appendix A
and later referred to as the “meditation task” and the “antibiotics task”.
When used with the meditation task, four interactions were perceived as having low task
fitness. Six participants (P2, P4, P5, P8, P11, and P15) perceived annotating as a poor fit for the
meditation task.
“…I can see why it's needed for specific tasks, I guess, but I didn't need it for the two
tasks that I did.” – P5
In the quote above, participant 5 responded to the question of why she did not use
annotating during the task. Four participants (P3, P4, P5, and P8) perceived comparing as having
low task fitness for the meditation task.
“Interviewee: I think it should be useful but for the topic that you told me to do maybe is
not related to that, I don’t know why. Interviewer: It wasn't really useful for that task.
Interviewee: Yes. Maybe for that task but I understand what is going on here.” – P11
In the quote above, participant 11 did not find the comparing interaction to be useful for
the task, while still being fully aware of how the interaction worked. Three participants (P2, P5,
and P8) perceived storing (here: save search) as having low task fitness for the meditation task.
“It wasn't a complex thing that I was looking at. If I were doing my own research and I'm
looking at rural communities or something I'd have different searches to see what I
searched for. This one, I pretty much remembered everything that I was searching so…”
– P5
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In the above quote, participant 5 described the task as not hard enough to use the storing
(here: save search) interaction. Other interactions, that were perceived as having low task fitness
for the meditation task, including the ones described above, are listed in Table 4, in order from
highest frequency of mentions to lowest.
Table 6. Low Task Fitness (Meditation) - Interactions
Interaction

Frequency of mentions

Annotating

6 (P2, P4, P5, P8, P11, and P15)

Comparing

4 (P3, P4, P5, and P8)

Storing (here: save search)

3 (P2, P5, and P8)

Storing (here: set aside)

1 (P4)

Filtering (here: MeSH)

1 (P2)

When used with the meditation task, one interaction (comparing) was perceived as
having high task fitness, and only by one participant (P9).
“…If someone was asking me specifically like, hey one of my friends told me meditation
helps reduce my heart rate, feel that up. Then that's a little more narrow but in this case,
where we're answering a couple questions at a time, it felt really appropriate to have
these interaction methods where I have the ability to say, put two clusters together and
make the comparison…” – P9
In the above quote, participant described an imaginary scenario with the meditation task
and expressed comparing interaction to be useful for that scenario. In all other cases, all other
interactions were perceived as having moderate task fitness.
When used with the antibiotics task, four interactions were perceived as having low task
fitness. Five participants (P2, P4, P5, P8, and P16) perceived annotating as having low task
fitness for the antibiotics task.
“Interviewee: I didn't use the note function. Interviewer: Yes, you didn't use the note
function. what was the reason for not using it? Did you not find it useful, or you just
forgot about it, or maybe both? Interviewee: Probably both, because I was able to
remember what was said by each of the articles. If there was more intensive articles were
the wording was a lot more important, I could just select the article, control c, control v,
and then make a note about it. If I have to remember more information on the topic.” –
P8
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In the above quote, participant 8 described having no difficulties memorizing
information as it is, without using annotating interaction. Four participants (P2, P6, P8, and P16)
perceived comparing interaction as having low task fitness for the antibiotics task.
“Interviewer: Okay. Do you think all interactions were appropriate for that task? The
task was about diabetes, type one diabetes and antibiotics. Do you think all of the
interactions were useful for that task? Helping you to-- Interviewee: Yes. Except for
compare. I couldn't use compare because of the cluster title.” – P2
In the above quote, participant 2 described difficulties with comparing interaction
because there were no suitable clusters to compare. Three participants (P2, P5, and P8) perceived
storing (here: save search) interaction as having low task fitness for the antibiotics task.
“I didn’t use the save my search, because none of my searches were giving me any
relevant results. That’s why I did not use the save.” – P2
In the above quote, participant 2 described irrelevant search results as the reason for not
using storing (here: save search). Two participants (P2 and P14) perceived filtering (here:
MeSH) interaction as having low task fitness for the antibiotics task.
“…Now, I have three giant clusters to choose from and it seems like none of them are
what I want. That's when I tried to use those particular filters which still did not seem
helpful. I felt like I was drilling myself into a hole and it felt like it wasn't very helpful.” –
P14
In the above quote, participant 14 described not finding useful filters (here: MeSH)
during the task. Other interactions, that were perceived as having low task fitness for the
antibiotics task, including the ones described above, are listed in Table 5, in order from highest
frequency of mentions to lowest.
Table 7. Low Task Fitness (Antibiotics) - Interactions
Interaction

Frequency of mentions

Annotating

5 (P2, P4, P5, P8, and P16)

Comparing

4 (P2, P6, P8, and P16)
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Table 7. Continued
Storing (here: save search)

3 (P2, P5, and P8)

Filtering (here: MeSH)

2 (P2 and P14)

Filtering (here: year range)

1 (P16)

Storing (here: set aside)

1 (P4)

When used with the antibiotics task, three interactions were perceived as having
high task fitness. Three participants (P5, P7 and P14) perceived comparing as having high task
fitness for the antibiotics task.
“I like this compare-- Especially for the last one because I'm trying to find-- whatever it
was-- diabetes and antibiotic interactions. I think the compare function is very useful” –
P5
Other interactions, that were perceived as having high task fitness for the antibiotics task,
including the one described above, are listed in Table 6, in order from highest frequency of
mentions to lowest.
Table 8. High Task Fitness (Antibiotics) - Interactions
Interaction

Frequency of mentions

Comparing

3 (P5, P7 and P14)

Annotating

1 (P13)

Filtering (here: year range)

1 (P12)

Filtering (here: MeSH)

1 (P8)

In all other cases, all other interactions were perceived as having moderate task fitness for
the antibiotics task.
4.2.3.3 User Fitness
User fitness is concerned with whether an interaction is well suited for the characteristics
of a user—e.g., backgrounds, preferences, skills, and so on. As mentioned in Section 3.6,
interview transcriptions were not specifically coded with the user fitness sub-category in mind,
because of the unpredictable nature of this sub-category, although some insights were still
derived.
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Two participants (P1 and P11) perceived annotating as having low user fitness.
“Just not in general, I'm not used to adding the notes.” – P1
“…just for myself I didn't find it useful but may be for someone else it might be useful.” –
P11
4.2.3.4 Context Fitness
Context fitness is concerned with whether an interaction is well suited for characteristics
of an environment and the context in which users are performing their tasks. As mentioned in
Section 3.6, interview transcriptions were not specifically coded with the context fitness subcategory in mind, because of the unpredictable nature of this sub-category, although some
insights were still derived.
One participant (P5) perceived storing (here: save search) as having low context fitness.
“…I only had 10 minutes so I remembered everything that I was searching anyway. I
would have used it, I think, if I had more time…” – P5
In the above quote, participant 5 suggested that in a different environment she might have
used the storing (here: save search) interaction. Two participants (P2 and P6) perceived both
storing (here: save search) and annotating as having low context fitness
“…I think they would be more useful if I had more time. Interviewer: More time?
Interviewee: Yes, because in 10, 15 minutes you do a very limited number of searches.
You don't actually store a note because you're going to get two or three results that you
can remember, but if you search for something for like one hour, then in that one hour
span you will come across 10 or 15 papers. In that case, you might want to save some
notes and some searches as well.” – P2
“…It was because the time was limited and because I'm not using this browser on my
computer, so it's not going to be saved in my desktop or whatever I was using…” – P6
In the above quote, participant 2 also suggested that in a different environment he might
have used the storing (here: save search) and annotating interactions. Participant 6, in addition to
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time limitations, also suggested that she might have used the storing (here: save search) and
annotating interactions if the tasks were performed on her personal computer.
4.2.3.5 Other Fitness
Other fitness is described in Table 2 in Section 3.6. It is not an existing sub-category of
fitness, but a category created for the purpose of coding relevant statements that were not clear
enough to fit into one of the existing categories.
Four interactions were perceived as having a poor fit. Eight participants (P1, P2, P5, P6,
P7, P11, P14, and P15) perceived annotating as having low other fitness.
“Interviewer: Okay. If you could remove one or more interactions here, what would
those be? Interviewee: Remove? I would think the add a note was the one that I didn't
think was that useful” – P7
Seven participants (P1, P2, P6, P12, P13, P14, and P16) perceived storing (here: save
search) as having low other fitness.
“I didn't use it so I would remove save search and if the filter is going to be like this, I
would remove this too.” – P12
Other interactions, that were perceived as having low other fitness, including the ones
described above, are listed in Table 7, in order from highest frequency of mentions to lowest.
Table 9. Low Other Fitness - Interactions
Interaction
Annotating
Storing (here: save search)

Frequency of mentions
8 (P1, P2, P5, P6, P7, P11, P14, and P15)
7 (P1, P2, P6, P12, P13, P14, and P16)

Comparing

3 (P1, P3, and P8)

Filtering (here: MeSH)

3 (P4, P8, and P12)

Filtering (here: year range)

2 (P9 and P16)

Six interactions were perceived as having high other fitness. Eight participants (P1, P3,
P5, P6, P7, P8, P13, and P16) perceived filtering (here: MeSH) as having high other fitness.
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“I like this filter because it gave me filters that I wouldn’t even have thought of that I
could have possibly put in the search or just clicked on.” – P5
Other interactions, that were perceived as having high other fitness, including the one
described above, are listed in Table 8, in order from highest frequency of mentions to lowest.
Table 10. High Other Fitness - Interactions
Interaction

Frequency of mentions

Filtering (here: MeSH)

8 (P1, P3, P5, P6, P7, P8, P13, and P16)

Storing (here: set aside)

2 (P1 and P9)

Storing (here: save search)

2 (P3 and P10)

Annotating

2 (P3 and P9)

Drilling (here: hover)

2 (P14 and P16)

Filtering (here: year range)

1 (P4)

Selecting

1 (P10)

Comparing

1 (P16)

One participant (P8) perceived filtering (here: MeSH) as having both low and
high other fitness.
“The keywords definitely seem to work pretty well, at least somewhat narrowing it down
to what you’re trying to look for in terms of the articles.” – P8
“I didn't feel like narrowing it more because, for the last topic, I selected like the type 1
diabetes, but didn't really seem to help me that much. I didn't feel like these filters,
because it looks like they all have these tags in them.” – P8
In the second quote above, participant 8 expressed not using filters the second time,
because first time they did not help. In all other cases, all other interactions were perceived as
having moderate other fitness.
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4.3 Interesting Cases
4.3.1 Comments on Interface Layout
Multiple participants expressed opinions on the design and layout of both visualization
interfaces during both think-aloud sessions and interviews. Two participants had relevant critical
comments on the interface layout
“Yes. Actually, one other thing that I forgot to say, this save search maybe I forgot about
it because it’s on the note section. We're not saving the note, we're saving the search…”
– P5
“…I didn't get overwhelmed but if it was placed rightly, I would have got it even without
an explanation” – P12
In the above quotes, both participant 5 and 12 suggested that the arrangement of visual
elements on the page might have affected their choice of interactions, thus affecting their
perception of interactivity factors.
4.3.2 Comments on Implementation of Interactions
Multiple participants expressed opinions on the way certain interactions worked in both
visualization interfaces. Three participants had relevant critical comments on the implementation
of interactions:
“Interviewer: You also didn't use save search here as I remember. Interviewee: I didn't
like the way that initially just popped up in a different window… …Interviewer: You
didn't find it useful or you just didn't like the way it was working. Interviewee: Both.
Interviewer: Both? Interviewee: Yes I don't think it was useful and I didn't like the way
that it presented itself and popped up in a different window and the last thing I want is a
million tabs at the time because I'm going to forget those are up there.” – P14
“Interviewee: The add notes was very annoying. Interviewer: Because of the way it was
working? Interviewee: Yes.” – P14
“I have a little trouble of how to use set aside because it was not from the paper but from
the cluster…” – P1
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“…I did forget how to do the selected clusters or set aside but after figuring it out, it
wasn't overwhelming, no.” – P7
In the above quotes, participant 14 expressed negative emotions on how certain
interactions (storing and annotating) worked. Participant 1 and 7 expressed confusion on how
some of the interactions worked.
4.3.3 Comments on Change of Behavior
Some participants expressed a change of behavior in the second task as a result of getting
a little more familiar with the interface during first task. Two participants stated a relevant
change of behavior in the second task as a result of performing the first task
“Doing this the second one. I understood when I should use these notes, because I was a
little more aware to use them the second time…” – P13
“Interviewer: Okay. Because you selected it, with the first visualization, it didn't help you
that much so you decided not to use it here? Interviewee: Yes.” – P8
In the above quotes, participant 13 expressed gained understanding of annotating
interaction in the second task, as a result of working with the interface in the first task.
Participant 8 also expressed his choice of interactions to be affected by how a certain interaction
(filtering, MeSH) worked in the first task.
4.3.4 Comments on Interactions Being Separate from Visualizations
Some participants described the visualization type not having an effect on their choice of
interactions, thus describing it not having an effect on their perception of the interactivity factors.
Two participants viewed interactions to be separate from visualizations
“Yes. The same, because the interaction itself is the same, the only difference it's like a
shape of the graph, which doesn't matter too much for me.” – P16
“I got your question. The point is, I saw the visualization and these interactions to be
separate.” – P12
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In the above quote, both participant 16 and 12 expressed considering visualizations and
interactions to be separate.
4.4 Summary
An overview of the demographics data, including expertise and confidence levels was
presented in this chapter. The main categories were described, which are diversity,
complementarity, and fitness. Direct quotes from the interview transcriptions were provided,
which gave insights into participant perception of the interactivity factors. A section with
interesting cases that emerged during the analysis was provided. The next chapter provides an
interpretation of the results, conclusion of the thesis and implications for future research.
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

5.1 Discussion
The interface used in this study had seven interactions available that are shown in Table 1
in Section 2.4.3. Implications of the findings suggest that the number was perceived as mostly
limiting, not many of interactions were perceived as complementary to each other and a few
interactions were perceived as a high fit for the visualizations, tasks, users and contexts used in
this study. Some aspects of these findings could be attributed to the low-level implementation
details of interactions, rather than higher level pattern characteristics. Findings could still point to
transferability, but more research needs to be conducted. Further detailed implications are
discussed below.
5.1.1 Expertise and Confidence Levels
Findings of the expertise and confidence levels data did not reveal any effects of these
levels on the participant perception of interactivity factors. Thus, the findings for the expertise
and confidence levels are not discussed.
5.1.2 Diversity
Findings of the coding data for the diversity category, described in Section 4.1.1, suggest
that the number of available interactions was perceived mostly as not appropriate, and
specifically limiting. These findings could imply that there should be more than seven
interactions available, as participants did not find the available interactions to be enough for the
actions that they wanted to perform during the search tasks.
Also, some number of participants showed cues of feeling overwhelmed (e.g. forgot
some interactions were available) with the number of available interactions. These cues could
imply that there should be less than seven interactions available, as some participants forgot
some interactions existed or were confused by how some interactions worked.
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5.1.3 Complementarity
Findings of the coding data for the complementarity category, described in Section 4.1.2,
suggest the perceived complementarity to be mostly moderate. Out of the seven available
interactions, participants were able to identify at most two combinations of interactions that they
perceived as complementary. These findings imply that mostly, only some interactions were
perceived as complementary to each other.
As described in Section 2.4.2, complementarity is concerned with how well interactions
work with and supplement each other in the context of performing tasks. Thus, complementarity
factor suggests which interactions could and potentially should be used together to make the
overall interaction with the visualization more effective and efficient. Seven combinations of
interactions were identified in total.
During an interview, participants were not presented with a list of interactions from
which they chose ones they perceived as complementary. Rather, they had to use their memory
to remember which interactions were available for them. Participants were not familiar with the
interface beforehand and only spent a short period of time practicing with it. Thus, some
participants could have forgotten about some of the interactions, which could have affected their
responses on the complementarity factor.
5.1.4 Fitness
5.1.4.1 Semantic Fitness
Findings of the coding data for the semantic fitness sub-category, described in Section
4.1.3.1, suggest the perceived semantic fitness of most of the interactions for both visualizations
to be moderate. These findings imply that most of the seven available interactions were
perceived as a neutral (neither useful or useless) fit for the visualization types that were used.
5.1.4.2 Task Fitness
Findings of the coding data for the task fitness sub-category, described in Section 4.1.3.2,
suggest the perceived task fitness of some interactions to be low and of some other interactions
to be high.
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Both tasks were in the context of a medical or health related, exploratory search. For an
interaction to be transferrable to other medical or health related or general exploratory search
tasks, it at least needs to be a good task fit for both tasks. Thus, out of the seven available
interactions, interactions that were perceived as a high task fitness for both tasks are more
important for the context of this study.
5.1.4.3 User Fitness and Context Fitness
Findings of the interview transcriptions data, described in Sections 4.2.3.3 and 4.2.3.4,
suggest perceived low user and context fitness of some interactions by some participants. In the
setup of the study, characteristics of the users were not highly controlled compared to the
characteristics of the environment. Thus, these findings suggest that in the light of the
characteristics of the controlled environment, some interactions were perceived as a low fit.
Participants expressed a potential change of behavior in the case of change in environment.
5.1.4.4 Other Fitness
Findings of the coding data for the other fitness sub-category, described in Section
4.2.3.5, suggest the perceived other fitness of some interactions to be low and some other
interactions to be high. All interactions that were perceived as low other fitness were also
perceived as low semantic and task fitness. Also, all interactions that were perceived as high
other fitness were also perceived as low semantic and task fitness.
5.2 Design Implications
Overall implications suggest that seven interactions could be an acceptable number of
available interactions, if the interactions are designed to encompass more characteristics of
higher level patterns. A combination of interactions (drilling, selecting, and comparing) could be
considered as complementary in the context of medical or health related or general exploratory
search. Several interactions, in the way they are currently implemented, could be considered as a
good (comparing and filtering) or poor (storing and annotating) fit for the visualizations, tasks,
users, and context of this study.
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5.2.1 Design Implications for Diversity
Implications of the findings for diversity category, interpreted in Section 5.1.1 are
contradicting in some aspects. There are several potential explanations to this contradiction.
When participants perceived the diversity as limiting, most of the stated limitations were
in the form of limitations of individual interactions, and not limitations of interactions as a
whole. Participants did not mention wanting an entirely new interaction, but rather wanting some
interactions to work differently or to be able to accomplish more with the current interactions.
For example, being able to select multiple MeSH filters (“Interviewer: If you could add one or
more interaction to here, what would those be? Interviewee: Okay, let's see. Filter things
probably. Interviewer: Like? Interviewee: Choosing multiple.” – P4), being able set aside
individual papers directly (“No, I wanted to save or set aside a specific document and I couldn’t
do that.” – P7), and being able to edit/delete notes (“Yes, again, with the note here I tried to
click on it to edit it and then I had to go back up here and edit it and it created multiple notes
that you can't get rid of, so now I have three notes and one of them's blank” – P14) On the other
hand, it is probable that participants’ mindset was framed on the current interactions and it was
hard for them to come up with something entirely new.
In the case of the diversity being overwhelming, the codes for that were not derived from
participants explicitly stating that the number of interactions was overwhelming. Rather, they
were derived from participants forgetting to use some interactions. From the quotes presented in
Section 4.3.1, it is possible that the layout of the interface made some participants forget to use
some interactions.
Thus, participant perception of limiting and overwhelming diversity could be attributed to
the specific design and implementation of the interactions. Interactions should be designed and
implemented to encompass different characteristics and facets of higher level interaction patterns
to support appropriate diversity. Seven interactions could be considered an appropriate number
of available interactions in the context of medical or health related exploratory search tasks, if
interactions are treated as higher level patterns.
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5.2.2 Design Implications for Complementarity
. The perceived complementarity of some interactions could also have been affected by
the implementation specifics. For example, in the most popular combination (selecting +
comparing), one interaction (comparing) is not possible without first using the second interaction
(selecting), because the button for executing the comparing interaction does not appear until a
cluster is selected with the selecting interaction. This way of implementing inevitably leads to a
perceived complementarity. The combination of comparing and storing (here: set aside) also
works similarly. As it is not clear whether the perceived complementarity of these interactions is
attributed to the interactions themselves or the way they were implemented, combinations of
number 1, 3, and 7 in Table 3 are not discussed or considered.
The combination of annotating and storing could be attributed to the interface design, as
they are next to each other on the interface. They do however, function independently. The
combination of filtering (here: MeSH) and drilling (here: left-click) also function independently,
however one could argue that drilling is in most cases the next logical step to filtering. Due to
these reasons and because each of these two combinations were mentioned only by one
participant, the combinations of annotating + storing and filtering + drilling are not discussed or
considered.
The combination of drilling (here: both left-click and left-click/hover), selecting, and
comparing is an interesting one, as the process of using it was described as fluid.
“Interviewee: I suppose, yes this one, left clicking to pull up these, to cycle really quickly.
Then going back to right click and then left click to check on another one, scroll through,
right click do the comparison, check that and then back to the cycle of left click, right
click. Interviewer: Kind of these threeish. Interviewee: Yes. I felt it was a really fluid
process, where I was trying things, throwing things into the pot and then seeing what
comes out.” – P9
Due to the implementation specifics potentially affecting the perceived complementarity,
only combination of drilling + selecting + comparing is considered. These interactions could be
used in the form of this combination in other medical or health related or general exploratory
search tasks.
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5.2.3 Design Implications for Fitness
5.2.3.1 Design Implications for Semantic Fitness
Some interactions were perceived as a low semantic fitness in sunburst visualization.
However, from the direct quotes, it can be seen that participants mostly found certain interactions
to be a low semantic fit due to the low-level implementation details, rather than high-level
pattern characteristics. Three participants perceived certain interactions as a low semantic fit to
the sunburst interface. For example, annotating (“I didn't know where to put it, adding a note,
because it's in a circle. If I wanted to create a note on the specific section then it would cut off
part of the other circle…” – P7), selecting (“Right clicking doesn't make much sense… …The
way it looks, the way it's just plays around. This is the way it's presented. It's like okay you got to
right click on this super tiny one. Hopefully, I don't shift over to loneliness while I’m trying to
select other topics…” – P10), and drilling (here: hover) (“The only thing I want to say is about
this part. You see it's like when the section becomes really small, the hover function-- I don't
think the hover is a good interaction here…” – P16).
As seen from the pattern here, when some clusters in the sunburst interface became very
small, it made some interactions less efficient for the participants. Some cluster sizes will
inevitably be small and thus any interaction that relies on using that small sized element in any
way could potentially be not very efficient. Interestingly, treemap visualization also had tinysized clusters presented, but no comments were made about it.
For interactions to be transferable to other visualization types, they need to consider the
individual semantics and encodings of the visualizations and be adaptable to them. This would
not necessarily change the nature of the interaction. For example, an annotating interaction can
be implemented in a more suiting way (e.g. using another shape or being semi-transparent),
while still being considered as annotating. An interaction designer needs to keep the higher level
pattern characteristics in mind when adapting the interactions to various visualizations.
5.2.3.2 Design Implications for Task Fitness
For an interaction to potentially be transferable to other medical or health related or
general exploratory search tasks, it needs to at least be a high task fit for both exploratory tasks
in the study. Comparing interaction was perceived as a high task fit for both tasks. Interestingly,
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comparing also was perceived as a low task fit for both tasks, along with annotating, storing
(both save search and set aside), and filtering (here: MeSH). Annotating and filtering (here:
MeSH) were perceived as a high task fit for one of the tasks, thus leaving storing (both save
search and set aside) as the only interaction that was perceived as a low task fit only.
There is a plausible explanation to why comparing was perceived as a low task fitness.
Some participants described not finding comparing useful for the tasks because they were not
getting cluster titles that they thought could be compared. Several participants expressed
difficulty with finding relevant clusters to compare.
“Interviewer: What about the compare? Were you aware of that? Interviewee: I was
aware of that. I was searching for some clusters that would be some-- I mean I was
searching for titles of clusters that would give me some ideas that I could search in, but I
could not find a good clusters names.” – P2
“Interviewee: I didn't have a chance to compare the documents because most of the
clusters were not that related. I wish I could do a diabetes and antibiotics, maybe they
had some. Maybe that would be helpful but I wasn't thinking about that at the point with
them.” – P6
As seen from the pattern above, low task perception of comparing interaction could be
attributed to the seemingly irrelevant search results, and not necessarily to the characteristics of
the interaction itself. Participants perceiving the results as not very relevant could imply a low
information scent of the results. Thus, from the perspective of information foraging theory,
briefly described in Section 2.1.2, comparing interaction could be considered as a poor fit in
exploratory search where information scent is generally low.
On the other hand, comparison is a part of the learn search activity within the exploratory
search in Marchionini’s hierarchy of information needs described in Section 2.1, thus suggesting
that comparison is considered an important activity within the exploratory search.
Regarding the storing (both save search and set aside) being the only interaction that was
perceived as low task fitness only, there is a potential explanation as well.
Time limitations of the experiment inevitably had some effect on the choice of
interactions and arguably the storing (both save search and set aside) interaction was affected the
most by it. In the quotes presented in the Section 4.2.3.4, one participant suggested that if she
had more time for the task, she would have used the storing (save search specifically) interaction.
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As in a realistic scenario there are generally no time limits, storing (both save search and set
aside) interaction could still be relevant and useful in the context of exploratory search tasks
5.2.3.3 Design Implications for User and Context Fitness
It is hard to assess the transferability of interactions in the light of user fitness when
designing for general public. In the case of designing for a more specific audience (e.g. medical
professionals) some factors are still unpredictable, such as for example age, years of practice,
background and so on. As this study did not focus on any specific audience, the transferability of
interactions in the light of user fitness will not be discussed.
Some aspects of context fitness could be more predictable (e.g. using the same room and
same setup in the experiment), however one could argue that users can still react differently to
the same environment.
Out of all seven interactions, storing (here: save search) interaction was arguably the
most influenced by the environment. As mentioned in the earlier section, time limitations did
potentially make the storing interaction less appealing, which as a result made it one of the least
popular interactions out of all.
If time is not a concerning factor, storing interaction could still have value in the context
of exploratory search tasks and if the time is a concerning factor, then the value of storing
interaction needs to be assessed more critically. For limited time environments, some forms of
short-term storing (e.g. set aside) could be used to a varying degree of success.
5.2.3.4 Design Implications for Other Fitness
The purpose of other fitness sub-category was to catch interactions that were perceived as
a low fit for reasons that were not clear enough to be considered as other sub-categories of
fitness. There was a 100% overlap between both high and low other fitness and high and low
semantic and task fitness, thus, the transferability of findings in the light of other fitness will not
be discussed from this perspective.
There are however some implications from the lens of exploratory search theories.
Filtering (here: MeSH) was perceived as having high other fitness by eight participants.
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“I like this filter because it gave me filters that I wouldn’t even have thought of that I
could have possibly put in the search or just clicked on.” – P5
In the above quote, participant 5 stated that the filters provided her with possible
keywords for coming up with new queries. This phenomenon is in line with the berrypicking
model, briefly described in Section 2.1.2. Thus, filtering (here: MeSH) interaction could be
considered as a good fit for exploratory search according to the berrypicking model.
5.3 Design Guidelines
During the study, several insights emerged that could be useful for visualization
designers that want to implement interactive visualizations. These insights are described below.
Visualization designers should keep in mind the relationship between implementation
details and abstract concepts. An abstract concept could be implemented in multiple ways, while
still being considered as one concept. For example, in terms of physical events, a comparing
interaction could be implemented by a press of a button, a left or right mouse click, a drag of
some element onto another, and so on. In terms of functionality, there are also multiple ways of
operationalizing abstract interaction concepts. For example, a comparing interaction could
compare single elements or multiple elements, compare to various depth levels, compare
different states of the same element, and so on.
Although this study used particular visualizations and tasks, designers will likely want to
use others. In the case of using different visualizations, the designer could adjust the
implementation details to better suit the different visualization types.
The comparing and filtering interactions were perceived as a good fitness for the context
of the study (i.e. visualizations and tasks). In the case of different tasks (e.g., not health related),
the designer should take into an account whether the potential tasks that users will perform have
any comparison sub-tasks to them. For example, the meditation task (see Appendix A) required
participants to compare meditation benefits to benefits of other similar non-traditional practice. If
there are no such comparison sub-tasks, the comparing interaction might be not very useful.
Also, it is advised for some aspects of the filtering interaction to be implemented in a keywordsuggesting way, as this is in line with the berrypicking model. For example, in this study, the
filtering interaction allowed participants to filter by MeSH keywords, some of which gave
participants ideas for new queries.
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5.4 Implications for Research
During the study, several insights and implications emerged that could be useful for
researchers studying interactivity factors or interaction in information visualization in general.
Five of these insights and implications are listed below in no particular order.
First, it is recommended to consider the effects of low-level implementation details on
user perception of interactivity factors. For example, in our study the annotating interaction was
implemented using a rectangular shape onto which text was added, and some participants did not
perceive the shape as being a good fit for the sunburst visualization. The annotating interaction
can be implemented in a more suitable shape or even in another form (e.g. highlighting a certain
cluster or adding notes directly onto a visualization), while still being considered as an
annotating interaction and having the same cognitive utility in a general sense. Any
implementation would inevitably have some effects on the perception of participants towards
interactivity factors. Researchers need to be aware that different implementations of the same
interactions might result in different effects.
Second, it is recommended to structure exploratory search tasks appropriately by either
subdividing them into smaller tasks or using a smaller task overall. In the context of this study,
both the meditation and antibiotics tasks had characteristics to them that implied comparison
action within the higher-level task. For example, in the meditation task participants had to
compare meditation benefits to benefits of other similar non-traditional practice. In the
antibiotics task, participants had to compare side effects of antibiotics and common causes of
Type 1 diabetes to see if there is a match. However, most of the participants seemed to ignore
these characteristics in the meditation task, but not in the antibiotics task. The perceived low task
fitness of the comparing interaction in the meditation task could be attributed to this
phenomenon. In order to mitigate such effects in the future, a high-level task could be subdivided
to lower level subtasks, to ensure that all characteristics of the high-level task are covered. For
example, the meditation task listed in Appendix A could be subdivided to two lower level subtasks: analyzing the effects of meditation on health and comparing meditation benefits to benefits
of other similar non-traditional practice. Smaller tasks could ensure that participant perception of
interactivity factors would only or mostly be affected by the interactions themselves.
Third, it is recommended to eliminate time limitations for the tasks. Few participants
showed willingness to work over 10 – 15 minutes on each task and seemed to naturally stop
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around this timeline. However, this could be attributed to the fact that participants knew about
the time limitations in advance and were framed by those limitations. Researchers need to be
aware of any time limitation effects on the perception of interactivity factors.
Fourth, it is recommended to provide proper examples of interactivity factors, especially
the factor of complementarity, as these are abstract concepts and are usually hard to understand
without prior knowledge. It is highly recommended to provide examples from generally familiar
contexts (e.g. describing how some interactions on an iPhone are complementary).
Fifth, it is recommended to consider the effects of low-level implementation details on
participants’ mental model of interactions. During the interviews, participants kept discussing the
implementation details of the interactions rather than the more abstract concepts. For example,
when asked if there were any interactions they would want to add, participants kept trying to add
more to the current interactions rather than trying to add an entirely new interaction. By
discussing interactions from a lower-level implementation view, participants made it harder to
analyze whether their perceptions could be applicable to higher-level abstract concepts. One
possible solution to this issue could be introducing the participants to the abstract concepts and
explaining that each concept could be implemented in multiple ways.
5.5 Conclusion
Interaction research in information visualization lacks understanding of interactivity
factors, such as diversity (i.e. how many different interactions are supported by the
visualization), complementarity (i.e. how well interactions work in a relationship with each
other), and fitness (i.e. whether interactions are well-suited for the visualization, task, user and/or
context) of interactions. The goal of this research was to understand user perception of these
interactivity factors in the context of medical or health related exploratory search. This study
provides insight into these perceptions and discusses potential transferability. Design and
research implications are also discussed. Future research can expand the findings of this study by
recruiting more participants of various levels of expertise, adding a quantitative lens to the
research methods, and using other hierarchy or non-hierarchy based visualizations.
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APPENDIX A – LIST OF TASKS

Practice Task - Find some information about possible side effects of different types of flu
vaccines.
1) Imagine a scenario where your friend is meditating on a daily basis and suggesting you
should too. He or she is arguing that there are real health benefits to meditation. You suspect that
it is probably a controversial topic and want to check what experts are saying about it. You
decided to do your own research and browse the existing medical literature. Analyze any positive
effects meditation has on health. Decide if it is worth the effort by comparing meditation’s
benefits to benefits of any other similar nontraditional practice. Stop when you feel you have an
informed opinion on the topic.
2) Imagine a scenario where a friend or a family member is concerned with giving
antibiotics to his or her child. He or she have heard that antibiotic treatment might result in a
later Type 1 diabetes. You decided to help him or her out and do your own research by browsing
existing medical literature. Examine the relationship between antibiotics and Type 1 diabetes.
Identify common causes of Type 1 diabetes and determine if antibiotics is one of them. Vice
versa, identify common side effects of antibiotics and determine if Type 1 diabetes is one of
them. Stop when you feel you have an informed opinion and can give a solid advice to your
friend.
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APPENDIX B – DEMOGRAPHICS SURVEY

1) What is the highest degree or level of school you have completed? (If currently enrolled,
select the highest degree received)
a) No schooling completed
b) Nursery school to 8th grade
c) Some high school, no diploma
d) High school graduate, diploma or the equivalent (for example: GED)
e) Some college credit, no degree
f) Trade/technical/vocational training
g) Associate degree
h) Bachelor’s degree
i) Master’s degree
j) Professional degree
k) Doctorate degree
2) What is your age?
a) less than 18
b) 18-25
c) 26-35
d) 36-45
e) 46-55
f) more than 56
3) What is your gender?
a) Female
b) Male
c) Other
d) Do not wish to answer
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4) What is your level of expertise in medical or health domain?
a) No expertise
b) Some expertise
c) Professional expertise
d) Do not wish to answer
5) What is your level of expertise in search or information retrieval?
a) No expertise
b) Some expertise
c) Professional expertise
d) Do not wish to answer
6) What is your level of expertise in visualizations, such as diagrams and charts?
a) No expertise
b) Some expertise
c) Professional expertise
d) Do not wish to answer
7) What is your level of expertise in interaction design or Human-Computer Interaction?
a) No expertise
b) Some expertise
c) Professional expertise
d) Do not wish to answer
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APPENDIX C – SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1) For the first visualization, do you think the number of available features was
appropriate? Why?
During the task, did you ever feel limited in what you could do? For example, wanting to
perform some action with the tool but that action was not available? Why?
During the task, did you ever feel overwhelmed with what you can do? Why?
What about the second visualization? Why?
During the task, did you ever feel limited in what you can do? For example, wanting to
perform some action with the tool but that action was not available? Why?
During the task, did you ever feel overwhelmed with what you can do? Why?
2) For the first visualization, which features do you think worked well together, meaning
which features you felt complemented each other well? Why?
What about the second visualization? Why?
3) For the first visualization, do you think all features were appropriate for that
visualization? Why?
For the first visualization, do you think all features were appropriate for that task? Why?
If you could remove one or more features from the first visualization, what would those
be? Why?
If you could add one or more features to the first visualization, what would those be?
Why?
For the second visualization, do you think all features were appropriate for that
visualization? Why?
For the second visualization, do you think all features were appropriate for that task?
Why?
If you could remove one or more features from the second visualization, what would
those be? Why?
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If you could add one or more features to the second visualization, what would those be?
Why?
4) How confident are you that you completed the first task successfully on a scale of 1 to
7, 1 being not confident at all and 7 being very confident? Why? What about second
task? Why?
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APPENDIX D – INTERACTIONS

The functionality of all interactions is described in this Appendix section with relevant
screenshots. All screenshots display only the treemap version of the interface, because in the
sunburst interface every interaction works the same way.
Annotating
Users can add custom notes using the annotating interaction. Any number of notes can be
added and all of them can be dragged or resized.
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Figure 13. Annotating Interaction (1 - input field for the notes, 2 - notes, which are can be
dragged and resized)
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Figure 14. Input Field for the Notes (Zoomed-in view)
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Figure 15. Notes (Zoomed-in view)
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Comparing
Users can compare clusters for common documents with the comparing interaction. Up to
five clusters can be compared. Common documents are then listed below in form of links to the
articles on PubMed.
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Figure 16. Comparing Interaction (1 – selected clusters)
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Figure 17. Selected Clusters (Zoomed-in view)
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Drilling
Users can access more information by using drilling interaction. By left-clicking on a
cluster, users can access the individual articles that the cluster comprises. Another functionality
of the drilling interaction is accessed by hovering on a cluster, which displays additional
information of that cluster, such as number of documents and relevancy score. The hover
function is shown in Figure 16.
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Document List
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Figure 19. Document List (Zoomed-in view)
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Figure 20. Drilling Interaction - Hover (1 - additional information accessed by the hover
functionality)
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Figure 21. Hover (Zoomed-in view)
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Filtering
Users can filter their results by using the filtering interaction. Results can be filtered by
year or by MeSH keywords.
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Figure 22. Filtering Interaction (1 - filtering by year, 2 - filtering by MeSH keywords)
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Figure 23. Filtering by Year (Zoomed-in view)
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Figure 24. Filtering by MeSH Keywords (Zoomed-in view)
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Selecting
Users can select clusters for further use by using selecting interaction. Selecting
interaction is executed by right-clicking the mouse. If a cluster was selected by an accident, users
can deselect the cluster by left-clicking on “X” next to the cluster title in the selected clusters list.
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Figure 25. Selecting Interaction (1 - selected clusters)
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Figure 26. Selected Clusters (Zoomed-in view)
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Storing/Retrieving
Users can save their search or set aside some of the documents with the storing/retrieving
interaction.
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Figure 27. Storing/Retrieving Interaction - Save Search (1 - save search button, 2 - link to
the saved search screen)
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Figure 28. Save Search Button (Zoomed-in view)
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Figure 29. Link to the Saved Search Screen (Zoomed-in view)
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Figure 30. Saved search screen
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Figure 31. Storing/Retrieving Interaction - Set Aside (1 - documents that were set aside)
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Figure 32. Documents that were Set Aside (Zoomed-in view)
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